
GREETINGS FOOD AND BEVERAGE COMPANY 
From  

MAEWI ENTERTAINMENT 
MUSIC HERO SPECTACULAR SPACE ODYSSEY SHOW 

& C-WILL121 
 

GREETINGS COMPANY OF FOOD AND BEVERAGE or VENUE STAFF MAKING MEALS, 
 
We, Maewi Entertainment, C-WILL121, musicians, sound & lighting techs, and business staff, 
want to first thank you for the preparation of the meals you will be preparing by the usage of 
the list below that are here to help you understand more of what we need. 
Basically it’s 4 categories of food,…. GENERAL Foods and Bevarages, VEGETARIAN, VEGAN, 
and ALKALINE Strictly. 
 
We ask that you use these categories to make sets of meals from each category giving us a 
choice as not everyone’s eating is the same, and this is more a request from us to you. 

Also, In whatever rooms or room the music artist are in, please have Water in glass bottles, 
freshly made sandwiches from the list of foods we have provided, as well as meat and non 
meat sandwiches.  Preferably on Rye Bread or Spelt Bread only. Also Fresh Fruits in the chang-
ing or green rooms along with water in glass bottles, meat and non meat sandwiches. 
 
FRUIT JUICES should be made by blender or juicer. We do not want soda’s or store bought 
fruit drinks. We like the Juices to be made fresh with Fruits that have seeds inside.

“NO FRUITS WITHOUT SEEDS to be served.”  ALL fruits must have their seeds inside. 
So we request fruits from your area’s farmers markets or freshly grown fruit.


PIZZA,… Vegetarian Pizza can be also added to the catering for eating. 
 
Thank you for reading this note as it is important that you understand our eating request. 
 
Thank you in advance for your work of feeding us and our staff.


Best to you and yours.


C-WILL121 “New Vibe Music” artist.

Maewi Entertainment, Musicians & Staff.


